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Information Classification – Public

Agenda
• Banking Context 2019
• NatWest Bank – Real Estate Capability and Ambition
• SME Residential Developer Trends
• Customers Perspective
• Bank Perspective
• Best Practice
• The three key questions to ask your bank
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Real Estate Banking Context Since 2008

• 2008 Crash – Economic and Banking Crisis
• Regulation – impact
• How Bank’s Lend – strategy of being Sustainable and Responsible
• Treat Customers Fairly
• Increased Capital buffers to pass EU Stress Tests
• Choice for customers
• Customer
• Evidence Capability and Experience
• Less leverage and more cash risk equity
• Present your lending opportunity
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SME Residential Development Trends
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Customers Perspective

•Risk Appetite
•Due Diligence
•Risk Management and Mitigation
•Decision to Proceed
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The Bank’s Perspective

•

Risk Appetite

•

Due Diligence

•

Risk Management and Mitigation

•

Decision to Proceed
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Best Practice

• https://www.constructingexcellencesw.org.uk/assets/Downloads/
Lending_Map_Digital.pdf

• Based upon your strategy what type of relationship do you want with your
bank?
• Track Record
• Development Appraisal and Risk Capital
• Business Plan
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The Three key Questions To Ask Your Bank

•To what degree do you understand my business strategy and the
risks that concern me in achieving this strategy?
•How much will you lend me to support my business strategy, now
and in the future, and how can you help me manage the risks that
concern me?
•How experienced are you (my Relationship Manager) and what is
your bank’s real estate finance Risk Appetite and real estate
strategy?
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Summary

•Post 2008 Banking is a heavily regulated industry
•Customers and Bank’s both have a Risk Appetite
•Track Record and Risk Equity
•Three key questions you should ask your bank
• Development Finance: Best Practice Guide to Lending
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The Royal Bank of Scotland plc, The Royal Bank of Scotland N.V, or an affiliated entity (‘RBS’) and for the purposes of Directive 2004/39/EC
has not been prepared in accordance with the legal and regulatory requirements to promote the independence of research. Regulatory
restrictions on RBS dealing in any financial instruments mentioned at any time before this document is distributed to you do not apply. This
document has been prepared for information purposes only. It shall not be construed as, and does not form part of an offer, nor invitation to
offer, nor a solicitation or recommendation to enter into any transaction or an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy any security or other
financial instrument. No representation, warranty or assurance of any kind, express or implied, is made as to the accuracy or completeness
of the information contained herein and RBS and each of their respective affiliates disclaim all liability for any use you or any other party may
make of the contents of this document. The contents of this document are subject to change without notice and RBS does not accept any
obligation to any recipient to update or correct any such information. Views expressed herein are not intended to be and should not be
viewed as advice or as a recommendation. RBS makes no representation and gives no advice in respect of any tax, legal or accounting
matters in any applicable jurisdiction. This document is not intended for distribution to, or use by any person or entity in any jurisdiction or
country where such distribution or use would be contrary to local law or regulation. The information contained herein is proprietary to RBS
and is being provided to selected recipients and may not be given (in whole or in part) or otherwise distributed to any other third party
without the prior written consent of RBS. RBS and its respective affiliates, connected companies, employees or clients may have an interest
in financial instruments of the type described in this document and/or in related financial instruments. Such interest may include dealing in,
trading, holding or acting as market-makers in such instruments and may include providing banking, credit and other financial services to
any company or issuer of securities or financial instruments referred to herein. The Royal Bank of Scotland plc. Registered in Scotland No.
90312. Registered Office: 36 St Andrew Square, Edinburgh EH2 2YB. The Royal Bank of Scotland plc is authorised by the Prudential
Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority. The Royal Bank of Scotland N.V.,
established in Amsterdam, The Netherlands. Registered with the Chamber of Commerce in The Netherlands, No. 33002587. Authorised by
De Nederlandsche Bank N.V. and regulated by the Authority for the Financial Markets in The Netherlands. Agency agreements exist
between different members of The Royal Bank of Scotland Group plc.
© Copyright 2019 The Royal Bank of Scotland plc. All rights, save as expressly granted, are reserved. This communication is for the use of
intended recipients only and the contents may not be reproduced, redistributed, or copied in whole or in part for any purpose without The
Royal Bank of Scotland plc’s prior express consent.	
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